






written language 



Textbooks Video lectures 

Web news text Web news videos 

Marketing text Marketing podcosts 

Memos Powerpoint 

Novels Movies 

Blogs Pinterest 







http://www.khanacademy.org/new-and-noteworthy/v/thank-you-khan-academy 



a 



Reading Tool Web Site With Little Text 



Advantages Disadvantages 

And don’t forget … 







“It appeared that the narrative he had promised to read us really required for a proper intelligence a few 
words of prologue. Let me say here distinctly, to have done with it, that this narrative, from an exact 
transcript of my own made much later, is what I shall presently give. Poor Douglas, before his death—
when it was in sight—committed to me the manuscript that reached him on the third of these days and 
that, on the same spot, with immense effect, he began to read to our hushed little circle on the night of 
the fourth. “ 



“My  wife and I had called on Miss Stein, and she and the friend who lived with her had been very cordial 
and friendly and we had loved the big studio with the great paintings. it was like one of the best rooms in 
the finest museum except there was a big fireplace and it was warm and comfortable and they gave you 
good things to eat and tea and natural distilled liqueurs made from purple plums, yellow plums or wild 
raspberries.” 



“Like it if you like :D http://fb.me/HNjmeseP” 



Leech et al, Change in Contemporary English, A Grammatical Study, Cambridge University Press, 2009. 





Forecast: The Future Roles of Text 

Signage 

Markings / Landmarks 

Very brief exposition 

Helper text 

Legal / Analytic 

 

 

Stories / Narrative 

Expository 

Interpersonal communication 

Instructions 

Education 

 

 

Continue Decreased? 









Intriguing Research Challenges 
Tools to Improve Reading Fluency 

 Tools to intelligently pause audio as I read it so I can reflect  

 (my favorite) 

Tools to Author with Images 

 Auto-Suggest Illustrations for my Powerpoint Presentation 

Tools to Tame Audio 

 Speech Recognition / Generation 

 Scanning 

 Note taking 

Tools to Tame Video  

 Editing 

 Searching 

 

 



How to better gather data on how much 
information of each type is being used?  And 
by whom / how many people? 
 

Research Question: 



Further Reading (one in audio too) 



If I’m right, should we work to promote text 
or let new forms dominate? 
 
If I’m wrong, should we bring text back into 
the discussion of new media? 

Parting Question: 


